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' - New York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; Plus, our travel authors
explain when to move and how to get there. With 20 areas and experiences for each emotion
and mind-set, THE AREA to Be features 240 travel destinations all over the world.TripAdvisor
Travelers' Choice Awards 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 champion in Favorite Travel
Instruction category 'Lonely Planet manuals are, simply, like no other. give yourself a joyful
boost with cat cafes and chocolate indulgences; seek serenity on beautiful remote control
islands; Inside, we'll let you know where to go to experience: Adventurous / Brave Alone /
Solitary Amused Awe / Wonder Fulfilled Enlightened Ecstatic / Enlightened / Exhilarated
Inspired Pleasure Reflective / Thoughtful Serene Passion About Lonely World: Lonely World
is a leading travel media organization and the world's number 1 travel guidebook brand,
offering both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since 1973. and
join the path to enlightenment with Renaissance paintings and religious pilgrimages. find calm
oases in the center of bustling towns;' - Fairfax Media (Australia) You can also find our content
online, on mobile phone, video and in 14 languages, 12 international periodicals, armchair and
way of living books, ebooks, and more. Stand in awe and marvel at enormous natural
phenomena;Be it euphoria or serenity, awe or enlightenment, this beautiful hardback presents
hundreds of places around the world to experience a particular emotion. Each one of the 12
chapters in Lonely Planet's The Place to Be explores a single feeling, with destinations ranging
from wild and natural spaces, to modern and ancient towns. it's atlanta divorce attorneys
traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's just about everywhere, and it's
telling entire generations of people how to travel the world. In the last four decades, we've
printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a devoted, passionate global community of
travellers.
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a different sort of coffee desk travel book to inspire the next bucket list vacation There are a
great number of travel-oriented coffee table books out there. I like to open a page a random
and find out about whatever is on that page. this book is best for the severe traveller or a
couch-bound travel reader. There's a section for that. I'm labeling my chapter: Disappointment
Good book for travel inspiration. The book after that gives suggested destinations all over the
world with details and photos of what you will get in the 12 chapter categories. There are way
better photos of this sign! it's beautiful and captures interest of children and adults.The
landscape photos that give a sense of place and culture are appealing. Time to Increase My
Bucket List!"The book is divided into twelve sections, each another feeling to be felt: They
make me feel like I am actually at the positioning they describe, not just sitting in my own
living space with a [heavy] publication in my lap. You'll end up with THE AREA to Be. It would
function great as a coffee table book too.This is not a comprehensive guide on how to visit
every one of these cities. I was fairly underwhelmed, to be honest- the photos are gorgeous
and interesting, but I believe this book could have been better if it was about specific
encounters that individual travelers have got rather than broad overview of differing types of
emotions it is possible to evoke by choosing a certain destination.Some of the locations are
surprising, just like the Holy Land Experience in Florida, which is on the same web page,
juxtaposed with Monument Valley. Both places are enlightening (the area of the reserve
they're in), but in completely different ways.That being said, I right now have a lot more places
to visit. I found the Valley of Roses in Morocco calling to me, with the women gathering
blossoms before the dawn so none of the fragrance is lost. On the other hand, the Light Sands
National Monument in New Mexico looks incredible, with sand that looks almost the same as
snow. You can choose a page randomly and see something amazing, or at least interesting. I
could see spending an night time with friends, having a good glass of wine, some lovely
cheese, which book, checking out and discussing all the places we'd want to discover.Just a
wonderful, wonderful book. 240 travel destinations Lonely Planet, most widely known for
guidebooks and online travel forums, has produced this heavily-illustrated book. It's organized
by feelings, though how you distinguish among them is not clear. What's the difference, from
a travel perspective, between Awe and Motivation, or Serenity and Reflection? Anyway, that's
mainly irrelevant, as you get a book like this to ogle the photos and imagine your next
vacation(s).The very first thing I noticed was that was a not a top quality production, though
commensurate with the price. (If you have created your very own travel books, guess what
happens I'm discussing.) The binding isn't made to hold up, and the paper does not properly
showcase the photos. Too, with a book such as this, I hope to be blown away by the
illustrations, but many of the photographs are not particularly good. For instance, there's one
depicting the Hollywood sign in Los Angeles, but what you see is certainly a hazy edition of
the hills with a little smudge where the sign sits. As with all Lonely Planet books, the text and
photos are created for tourists..The business of information is confusing, bordering on feverish.
A single web page can cover a different assortment of destinations including a museum in
Hobart, Australia, tango in Buenos Aires, flamenco in Seville, and carnival in Rio de Janeiro,
along with a image of a tango course. Two pages earlier, there's a picture of carnival in Rio. In
order to understand what else there is to do in any of the cities, the publication won't help, and
incidentally, this chapter can be labeled Passionate. It's a heavy, coffee table style reserve
with hundreds of travel destinations -- organized by mood.Finally, because Lonely Planet
encompasses -- well, an entire planet, I was hoping to glimpse some exotic travel areas.
Instead, this content is heavily focused on tourist warhorses, generally ignoring Africa and

Central/South America and only Europe, Asia, Australia/New Zealand, and of course the
United States. If you've been reading a whole lot about the Maldives (I have! Feeling
adventurous? The places are in areas with significant tourist infrastructure, mainly the US,
European countries, and Asia, but there are some destinations in South America and Africa. I
desire there have been more of them. Based on your state of mind or where you are in your
lifestyle, you might seeking a different kind of trip. The Place to End up being can best be
described as a travel guide spin-off. The experience book from Lonely World is more
interesting, this one feels scattered There wasn't actually an organizing theme to the book that
I could wrap my head around. In cases like this, the theme is "areas that make you feel
something. I love Lonely World books. awed, serene, passionate, joyous, enlightened, by itself,
amused, motivated, exhilarated, fulfilled, adventurous, and reflective. Imagine starting with a
collection of excellent travel books for destinations all over the world. Beautiful fuel for bucket
list daydreams! This book covers hundreds of destinations, divided by whether you are
reflective, by itself, adventurous, etc. The reserve is intended to inspire you to visit, but it gives
essentially zero details on how to make a trip happen in real life. Still, the pictures are
gorgeous, and the book does indeed make you need to get out and explore.My only small
complaint is that a few of the places repeat, and I noticed a few spelling and grammatical
errors. But I still appreciate thumbing through the book to get suggestions of where to visit.
And it looks good on my coffee table. Don't be prepared to find more than the basic
information regarding each place, nevertheless; It provides marvellous photos and amazing
descriptions of most types of little [or huge] corners of the world, and why is them special. The
text is not as poetic as in a few books and the photos aren't the best professional quality, but
they both reflect just what a usual tourist will feel and find (eg not photos a professional
photographer will spend days planning and setting up). 250 places to consider this is a nice
different travel picture idea book. you can find 250 places described, mostly unfamiliar sites
arranged into 12 emotional categories, awe, pleasure, serenity, enlightenment, passion, alone,
amusement, fulfillment, inspiration, adventure, exhilaration & reflection. This book is different
and instead looks at reasons why you should travel. Beautiful Photographs, Text is definitely
Secondary This book is gorgeously photographed and features 240 different places all over
the world you can travel to. Unlike many Lonely Planet books, it's not a really travel guideline
but meant more as a coffee table book with inspiration photos. The photos are actually the
meat of the book. The descriptions are mainly short and succinct, the majority are only a
paragraph, and keep you attempting to look up more information for the areas featured. It's
arranged by feelings like awe, serenity, enthusiasm, joy, enlightenment, by itself, amusement,
inspiration, exhilaration, fulfillment, experience, and reflection. Open each publication and
select a couple of specific experiences that create a mood, and gather all those into a book.
You need to flip through (and perhaps increase your bucket list). I believe it would make a
good gift for a regular traveler who is always searching for a new experience or as a espresso
table book. There is a very short write-up on each place, in addition to a straight shorter blurb
on how to get to the featured locations. This book is so much fun to page through. Go figure.
Most are full of really beautiful professionally photographs with a small amount of text
message about the places in the photos. The very similar Atlas of Adventure focuses on
thrilling, adrenaline rush type of travel activities.) and want to take a look, this book isn't for
you. The 12 chapters are awe, serenity, passion, joy, enlightenment, alone, amusement,
inspiration, exhilaration, fulfilment, experience, and reflection. Click on Look Inside for an
example. The Place to Be hits some of these, but also more reflective places, urban and rural.

Other moods consist of "reflection," "serenity," and "amusement." Each emotion provides
several highlighted destinations that will help travelers channel stated emotion. :) gorgeous
and captivating book I love having this on the shelf. this isn't that kind of travel guide. Instead,
it's gasoline for your travel daydreams and you're sure to find some items to increase your
bucket list! Turns travel books on the head This travel book takes a different approach-instead
of suggesting things to see and do in Scotland or Indonesia, it suggests where you can go to
feel exhilarated, or serenity, or amused. The effect is a assortment of destinations that
absolutely would not have in any other case produced your list. Each section features about
fifteen to twenty locations worldwide to go to. The table of contents lists the areas selected
under each heading, but in the event that you were looking for a travel publication, it would be
difficult to find the locations you need to go (in addition, it has an index). This publication is not
any exception. Need inspiration? If you are the sort of traveller who usually goes camping, or
appointments ruins, or explores Scotland, this won't really help. But if you want to try
something absolutely brand-new, this book is the perfect starting point. Lonely Planet makes
several of these books---stuff like Culture Trails and Best Travel---and they're all based on a
particular theme. However, it is possible to choose to read about destinations by mood. There
is a section for that, too. It's a lovely coffee table reserve, and would be satisfying for both
armchair travels and for motivation. Many of the excursions are entirely plausible (heck, what
location isn't doable for a middle class American today?) and practical adventures, though
you'll have to research the practical information elsewhere than this image book. fell just a
little short - too general As others have noted that is a coffee-table style book (slightly smaller
sized than average coffee desk size) full of bucket-list style destinations, organized around
theme: awe, amusement, exhilieration, fulfillment, adventure.. I've used some myself. As the
book includes 240 destinations, there's very limited information about each and it's all very
general- usually only a few sentences with very basic information. You find out the skinny on
how best to make it happen and what you can see, and some of the expenses (like entrance
fees). Because travel is indeed individual, and locations and encounters and cultural aspects
change so quickly due to the changing political climate around the world, a book like this
appears outdated before its actually published. It's just another snapshot travel reserve, and
so it fell just a little short for me. I think it would become a good gift for somebody who loves
travel, though, and I in fact think it would be an awesome publication for a waiting area in a
doctor's workplace- bite sized morsels of details and beautiful photos.
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